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Abstract
Sentence embedding is a significant research
topic in the field of natural language pro-
cessing (NLP). Generating sentence embed-
ding vectors reflecting the intrinsic meaning
of a sentence is a key factor to achieve an
enhanced performance in various NLP tasks
such as sentence classification and document
summarization. Therefore, various sentence
embedding models based on supervised and
unsupervised learning have been proposed af-
ter the advent of researches regarding the dis-
tributed representation of words. They were
evaluated through semantic textual similar-
ity (STS) tasks, which measure the degree
of semantic preservation of a sentence and
neural network-based supervised embedding
models generally yielded state-of-the-art per-
formance. However, these models have a lim-
itation in that they have multiple parame-
ters to update, thereby requiring a tremen-
dous amount of labeled training data. In this
study, we propose an efficient approach that
learns a transition matrix that refines a sen-
tence embedding vector to reflect the latent
semantic meaning of a sentence. The pro-
posed method has two practical advantages;
(1) it can be applied to any sentence embed-
ding method, and (2) it can achieve robust
performance in STS tasks irrespective of the
number of training examples.
Keywords: Sentence embedding, Sentence
semantics, Transition matrix, Paraphrase,
Natural language processing
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1. Introduction
Sentence embedding, the task of transforming a se-
quence of words in a sentence into a fixed-dimensional
vector form reflecting the intrinsic meaning, plays an
important role in the field of natural language process-
ing (NLP). It can be considered as an essential prepro-
cessing step that transforms unstructured textual data
into structured and continuous-valued vectors that can
be used as input to machine learning algorithms to
conduct various NLP tasks such as machine transla-
tion (Sutskever et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2016), document
classification (Kim, 2014; Conneau et al., 2017c), and
sentence matching (Hu et al., 2014; Wan et al., 2016).
Because performances of many NLP tasks heavily rely
on the word/sentence/document embedding methods,
a large number of studies have been conducted since
the advent of Doc2vec (Le & Mikolov, 2014), and
progressive performance improvements have been re-
ported whenever a new embedding method was pro-
posed.
A good sentence embedding model should yield a vec-
tor value that closely captures the intrinsic semantic
meaning of the sentence. Therefore, diverse experi-
ments predicting the similarity score of two embedded
sentences have been designed to evaluate how well the
embedding model satisfies such requirements. These
experiments were conducted in many researches, such
as SIF (Arora et al., 2017), Sent2vec (Pagliardini et al.,
2017), InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017a), and Fast-
Sent (Hill et al., 2016a), and models trained through
supervised learning generally showed far better per-
formances than those based on unsupervised learning.
However, supervised models have a limitation that
they require a sufficient number of labeled training
data to learn the model. For instance, Stanford Natu-
ral Language Inference (SNLI) dataset, which contains
a collection of 570k manually labeled human-written
English sentence pairs (Bowman et al., 2015), was used
to train the InferSent model. Because it is an English
dataset, one must construct a new dataset to train
the embedding model for other languages, e.g., Rus-
sian, Korean, and Japanese, which is a heavy time-
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and resource-consuming work. Therefore, to increase
the general usability of an embedding model, it is nec-
essary to reduce reliance on labeled training data while
closely preserving the intrinsic meaning of the sen-
tence.
In this study, motivated by the studies that obtained
successful results in cross-lingual embedding (Mikolov
et al., 2013a) and word-level translation (Smith et al.,
2017) by training a simple transform matrix, we pro-
pose an approach to learn the transition matrix that
refines the sentence vector generated by other sentence
embedding models. The contributions of this research
are as follows:
• We propose an efficient method that successfully
reflects sentence semantics through training the
transition matrix.
• The proposed method is independent of the size
of training data and can be applied to any kind
of sentence embedding model.
To reflect the intrinsic meaning of a sentence com-
pletely, we define a fundamental property that a good
sentence embedding model should satisfy: the prop-
erty of semantic coherence (Jang & Kang, 2018), which
implies that paraphrase sentences should be closely lo-
cated to each other in the sentence embedding space.
Next, we derive an objective function to learn the tran-
sition matrix to closely satisfy the formulated prop-
erty and train the matrix using the MSCOCO caption
dataset. Experimental results show that the proposed
approach is practically advantageous in that it outper-
forms existing sentence embedding models in various
semantic textual similarity (STS) tasks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we briefly review the past researches on sen-
tence embedding. In Section 3, we introduce the ob-
jective function for training the transition matrix and
the training method. In Section 4, the effectiveness of
the proposed method is demonstrated with the exper-
imental results on STS tasks, along with their perfor-
mance comparison with benchmark models. Finally, in
Section 5, we conclude our present study, which leads
us to some future research directions.
2. Related work
Recent researches on sentence embedding models are
diverse for models based on unsupervised learning to
those based on supervised learning. Unsupervised em-
bedding models can be divided into two categories
based on whether sentence sequence information (not
word sequence information within a sentence) is re-
quired during training.
Doc2vec (Le & Mikolov, 2014) is a representative
model that does not need sentence sequence informa-
tion. Paragraph vectors-distributed bag of words (PV-
DBOW) and paragraph vector-distributed memory
(PV-DM), two distinct learning methods of Doc2vec,
train sentence vectors based on the same objective:
maximizing the probability to predict words consti-
tuting the sentence. The probability is defined as the
dot product between a sentence vector and a word vec-
tor. PV-DM considers sequential information of words
by employing a moving window. In this method, a
sentence vector is learned to predict a word appear-
ing after the moving window using the words within
the window and the sentence vector. However, in the
PV-DBOW method, words included in the window are
arbitrarily selected. Therefore, this is incapable of re-
flecting sequential information of words in a sentence.
Hill et al. (2016b) proposed the sequential denoising
autoencoder (SDAE), which slightly corrupts the in-
put sentence by adding random noise. The noise is
added in two different ways. First, each word is ran-
domly dropped in a sequence according to the prob-
ability p0. Next, for the bigrams that are not over-
lapped, the order of two adjacent words is permuted
according to the probability px. Then, the embedding
model, which is a recurrent neural network (RNN)
with a long short-term memory (Hochreiter & Schmid-
huber, 1997) (LSTM) cell, updates its parameter to
generate the original sentence from the corrupted one.
If p0 = px = 0, the model becomes a sequential au-
toencoder (SAE), which does not add noise to the in-
put. Hill et al. (2016b) also proposed a variant of the
SDAE model that employs fixed pre-trained word vec-
tors. This model is notated as “S(D)AE + embs” in
our study.
Arora et al. (2017) proposed a simple embedding
model named SIF, which computes a sentence vector
as a weighted average of fixed pre-trained word embed-
ding vectors. Despite its simplicity, SIF accomplished
improved performance in STS tasks and outperformed
many complex models based on RNNs if word weights
are properly adjusted. Sent2vec (Pagliardini et al.,
2017) has a similar characteristic with SIF, which com-
putes a sentence vector as a weighted average of word
embedding vectors. However, Sent2vec trains not only
the embedding vector of words that are unigram, but
also that of n-gram tokens. It is different from SIF in
that it employs n-gram embedding vectors to generate
sentence vectors.
Contrary to previously demonstrated sentence embed-
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ding models that exploit information from corpora to
learn sentence vectors, C-PHRASE (Kruszewski et al.,
2015) requires external information. C-PHRASE uses
information from the syntactic parse tree of each sen-
tence. This additional knowledge is included in the
training objective of C-BOW (Mikolov et al., 2013b).
SkipThought (Kiros et al., 2015) is a sentence embed-
ding model in which sentence sequences are manda-
tory during the training. It has a sequence-to-sequence
structure and expands the training objective of Skip-
gram (Mikolov et al., 2013b) for learning word embed-
ding vectors to a sentence level. Similar to the Skip-
gram model, which updates word embedding vectors
by predicting the surrounding words when the center
word is given, the training objective of SkipThought
is to generate the preceding and following sentences
when a sentence is given.
FastSent (Hill et al., 2016a), similar to SkipThought,
is a sentence embedding model aimed at predicting
the surrounding sentences of a given sentence. Fast-
Sent learns the source word embedding uw and tar-
get word embedding vw. When three consecutive sen-
tences Si−1, Si, Si+1 are given, si, the representation
vector of Si, is calculated as the sum of the source
word embedding vectors:
si =
∑
w∈Si
uw. (1)
Then, the cost function is simply defined as follows:∑
w∈Si−1∪Si+1
softmax(si · vw). (2)
In addition, Hill et al. (2016a) also proposed a variant
model (FastSent+AE) that predicts not only the ad-
jacent sentences but also the center sentence Si. Fast-
Sent with such a simple structure, takes much less
training time than SkipThought.
Siamese C-BOW (Kenter et al., 2016) shares a com-
mon concept with SIF and Sent2vec: defining a sen-
tence vector as the average of word embedding vectors.
In addition, it is similar to SkipThought and FastSent
in that it is also trained to predict surrounding sen-
tences when the center sentence is given. However,
Siamese C-BOW employs a Siamese neural network
(Koch, 2015) structure, which is significantly different
from the sentence embedding models described above.
InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017a) is a sentence embed-
ding model trained through supervised tasks. Inspired
by previous researches in computer vision, where a
large number of models are pre-trained through a clas-
sification task based on the ImageNet (Deng et al.,
2009) dataset, Conneau et al. (2017a) performed a
research to determine the effectiveness of supervised
tasks in the learning of a sentence embedding model
in the field of NLP. Through experiments, Conneau
et al. (2017a) concluded that a sentence embedding
model having a bidirectional LSTM structure, trained
on the SNLI dataset, yielded state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in various NLP tasks.
All sentence embedding models using sentence se-
quence information, described above, require a specific
dataset to train the model. For instance, SkipThought
and FastSent used the Book Corpus dataset (Zhu
et al., 2015) and InferSent used the SNLI dataset
to train the embedding models. In the case of sen-
tence embedding models independent of sentence se-
quence information, a large document dataset, such
as Wikipedia sentences, was also used. Furthermore,
these models have a limitation in completely reflect-
ing the traits of paraphrase sentences conveying the
same meaning but having a different word usage, be-
cause these models generate sentence vectors based on
word embedding vectors. In this study, we propose
an efficient approach that successfully preserves sen-
tence semantics by employing only a small amount of
paraphrase sentences.
3. An efficient transition matrix for
generating sentence embedding
vectors
In this section, we first define a fundamental property
that a good sentence embedding model should satisfy.
Next, we describe the method to learn the transition
matrix from the derived property. Finally, we demon-
strate the processing method for training data when
learning the transition matrix.
3.1. Property of semantic coherence
Semantic coherence refers to a fundamental property
that a good sentence embedding model should sat-
isfy: if two sentences have similar meaning, they
should be located close to each other in the embedding
space. The semantic coherence of a sentence embed-
ding model can be evaluated as follows:
Definition: The degree of semantic coherence of a
sentence embedding model is proportional to the sim-
ilarity between the embedding vectors of paraphrase
sentences generated by the sentence embedding model.
The above definition can be expressed mathematically.
Assume that the set I is a vector set of input sentences
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and the set P is a vector set of paraphrase sentences
corresponding to the input sentences:
I = (i1, i2, ..., in), P = (p1,p2, ...,pn), (3)
where (ik,pk) is a pair of paraphrase sentence vectors.
Then, the similarity matrix of elements belonging to
each set can be computed as follows:
Sˆ = IPT . (4)
The normalized similarity matrix N can be obtained
by the element-wise multiplication of N with Sˆ as fol-
lows:
Nij =
1
||ii||||pj ||
, S = N× Sˆ. (5)
The tupple (ii,pj) is a pair of sentence vectors sharing
a similar intrinsic meaning when i = j. However, when
i ̸= j, the sentence vectors have different meanings.
Therefore, the similarity of two sentence vectors ii and
pj should be close to 1 when i = j and should be
minimized when i ̸= j. Hence, the similarity matrix S
of two vector sets I and P should satisfy the following
two conditions if the sentence embedding model fulfills
the property of semantic coherence.
Condition 1: d = diag(S) ≈→1 ,
Condition 2: |S− diag(d)| should be minimized.
3.2. Sentence transition matrix
In this study, we attempted to devise an approach sat-
isfying the semantic coherence by learning a minimal
number of weights. To achieve this, we trained the
transition matrix, which elaborates the pre-generated
sentence vectors to meet the conditions described
above. Assume that IM and PM refer to the sen-
tence vector sets generated by the sentence embedding
model M of the input sentence and the corresponding
paraphrase sentences, respectively.
IM = (iM1 , i
M
2 , ..., i
M
n ), P
M = (pM1 ,p
M
2 , ...,p
M
n ). (6)
The main purpose of this study is to train the transi-
tion matrix W using IM and PM. First, each set of
sentence vectors is multiplied by the transition matrix
as follows:
Iˆ
M
=WIM, Pˆ
M
=WPM. (7)
Then, the similarity matrix of the sentence vectors to
which the transition matrix is applied is computed as
follows:
Sˆ
M
= Iˆ
M
(Pˆ
M
)T , SM = N× SˆM,
where Nij =
1
||iMi ||||pMj ||
.
(8)
Next, from the formulated conditions of the seman-
tic coherence property, the diagonal and non-diagonal
losses are defined as follows:
diagonal_loss = average(|diag(SM− →1 )|),
non-diagonal_loss = average(|SM − diag(diag(SM))|).
(9)
Finally, the final training loss is defined as follows:
loss = λ× non-diagonal_loss
+ (1− λ)× diagonal_loss, (10)
where λ is the user-specific hyperparameter that con-
trols the trade-off between the two losses. The sen-
tence vector for sentence x after training the transition
matrix is computed as follows:
svx =W ·M(x), (11)
where M(x) is the vector value of the sentence x gen-
erated by model M.
Model M can be any kind of sentence embedding
model. However, we defined the average of pre-trained
word vectors as a sentence vector to show that the per-
formance improvement could be obtained by a sim-
ple method. We used two kinds of pre-trained word
vectors: GloVe vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) and
Google Word2vec1.
3.3. Training transition matrix
Composing training dataset: To train the transi-
tion matrix, we employed the MSCOCO 2017 train-
ing dataset (Lin et al., 2014), which is widely used
as a paraphrase dataset in many researches (Prakash
et al., 2016; Gupta et al., 2017). This dataset contains
a minimum of five captions per image for 118,284 im-
ages. The total number of unique captions is 591,753.
To train the transition matrix proposed in this study,
ii and pj should be mutually exclusive except for the
case when i = j. In other words, in a mini-batch, only
one paraphrase sentence should be included for one
corresponding sentence when training the transition
matrix. Hence, we constructed the training dataset as
explained below.
First, note that it is possible to create ten unique sen-
tence pairs for each image because at least five cap-
tions are provided for each image. Therefore, for all
images, if we include only one sentence pair per image
in one sub-training set, then the sub-training set does
not contain sentence pairs with overlapping meaning
and totally ten sub-training sets can be constructed.
1https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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Figure 1. Description of training data composition
In our experiment, we denoted the training of one sub-
training set as inner epoch and of all sub-training sets
as outer epoch. The description of training data com-
position is provided in Figure 1.
Training option: Both GloVe vectors and Google
Word2vec have word vectors of 300 dimensions. There-
fore, the transition matrix has a size of 300× 300. We
employed Xavier initialization (Glorot & Bengio, 2010)
and weight updates were performed with a mini-batch
size of 512. We trained the transition matrix for five
outer epochs using the RMSprop optimizer2.
4. Experiments
4.1. Textual similarity task
Data set: To evaluate how well the proposed ap-
proach reflects the intrinsic meaning of sentences, we
conducted STS tasks (2012–2016) (Agirre et al., 2012;
2013; 2014; 2015; 2016) and SemEval 2014 semantic
relatedness task (SICK) (Marelli et al., 2014). The
objective of these tasks is to predict the similarity
score of two given sentences. Their performance is
evaluated by comparing the predicted score with the
ground truth, which is the similarity score determined
by human judgments. The evaluation metric is Pear-
son’s r (Pearson, 1895) and Spearman’s ρ (Spearman,
1904). Similar to previous researches, we defined the
2http://www.cs.toronto.edu/ tij-
men/csc321/slides/lecture_slides_lec6.pdf
predicted similarity score as the cosine similarity be-
tween two sentence vectors.
Experiment design: We conducted the experiments
in three different levels based on the number of train-
ing data to investigate the relationship between the
performance and size of training data. The first level
is the case of using all available data. The second and
third levels are the cases where only 50 % and 10 %,
respectively, of the total training data are used.
In the proposed approach, the hyperparameter λ is
a key value affecting the model performance. In this
experiment, we empirically determined λ from a suf-
ficient number of candidate values. The λ values for
GloVe vectors and Google Word2vec are set to 0.7 and
0.9, respectively.
4.2. Effect of the transition matrix on
performance
We first evaluated the effect of the transition matrix by
comparing the performances before and after applying
the transition matrix to sentence vectors that are de-
fined as the average of pre-trained word vectors. The
result is summarized in Table 1 and Figure 2. The
notation “TM” denotes that the transition matrix is
applied, and the number in the parentheses indicates
the percentage of training data used. The evaluation
metric recorded in Table 1 is Pearson’s r.
Experimental results show that the proposed transi-
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Table 1. Result of semantic textual similarity tasks
Model STS 12 STS 13 STS 14 STS 15 STS 16 SICK
Glove
Avg 0.513 0.465 0.512 0.491 0.444 0.652
Avg+TM(100) 0.583 0.645 0.679 0.688 0.652 0.761
Avg+TM(50) 0.582 0.639 0.677 0.688 0.654 0.763
Avg+TM(10) 0.587 0.659 0.696 0.695 0.661 0.764
Google
Word2vec
Avg 0.541 0.596 0.635 0.655 0.579 0.695
Avg+TM(100) 0.593 0.650 0.696 0.723 0.669 0.739
Avg+TM(50) 0.592 0.652 0.698 0.724 0.669 0.739
Avg+TM(10) 0.590 0.645 0.694 0.722 0.670 0.730
(a) Glove (b) Google Word2vec
Figure 2. Effect of transition matrix
tion matrix remarkably improves the performance in
both the pre-trained word vectors. The training time
was about 130, 60, and 13 s when 100, 50, and 10
%, respectively, of the training data was used to train
W.In the case of Google Word2vec, the performance
improvement is 5 ∼ 16 %, while the transition ma-
trix with Glove vector shows a very high performance
improvement of 13 ∼ 49 %. Both the transition ma-
trices do not show significant performance differences
according to the amount of training data. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the performance of a transition
matrix is independent of the amount of paraphrase
data used in training.
4.3. Comparison with other sentence
embedding models
After confirming the effectiveness of the transition ma-
trix, we compared its performance with previously pro-
posed sentence embedding models. The benchmark
models are as follows:
• Embedding models using sentence se-
quence information: S(D)AE, PV-DBOW,
PV-DM, Sent2vec, C-PHRASE, and SIF.
• Embedding models not using sentence se-
quence information: SkipThought, FastSent,
and Siamese C-BOW.
• Supervised task-based sentence embedding
model: InferSent
The tasks used for comparison are the STS 2014 and
SICK relatedness tasks, both of which were used in the
benchmark models. The benchmark results were ob-
tained by Pagliardini et al. (2017), Arora et al. (2017),
and Conneau et al. (2017a). For the models discussed
above, the result of Pagliardini et al. (2017) contains
the model defining a sentence vector as the simple
average of word embeddings trained by the C-BOW
(Mikolov et al., 2013b) method. It also includes the
result of TF-IDF representation, which is the weighted
word count of the 200,000 most common words. We
underlined the best performance for the dataset, while
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Table 2. Result of semantic textual similarity tasks
Model
STS 2014 SICK
News Forum WordNet Twitter Images Headlines Avg Test+train
SAE .17/.16 .12/.12 .30/.23 .28/.22 .49/.46 .13/.11 .27/.23 .32/.31
SAE+embs .52/.54 .22/.23 .60/.55 .60/.60 .64/.64 .41/.41 .53/.52 .47/.49
SDAE .07/.04 .11/.13 .33/.24 .44/.42 .44/.38 .36/.36 .33/.30 .46/.46
SDAE+embs .51/.54 .29/.29 .56/.50 .57/.58 .59/.59 .43/.44 .51/.51 .46/.46
PV-DBOW .31/.34 .32/.32 .53/.50 .43/.46 .46/.44 .39/.41 .42/.43 .42/.46
PV-DM .42/.46 .33/.34 .51/.48 .54/.57 .32/.30 .46/.47 .44/.45 .44/.40
C-BOW .57/.61 .43/.44 .72/.69 .71/.75 .71/.73 .55/.59 .64/.66 .60/.69
Uni TF-IDF .48/.48 .40/.38 .60/.59 .63/.65 .72/.74 .49/.49 .58/.58 .52/.58
Sent2vec uni .62/.67 .49/.49 .75/.72 .70/.75 .78/.82 .61/.63 .68/.70 .61/.70
Sent2vec bi .62/.67 .49/.49 .71/.68 .70/.75 .75/.79 .59/.62 .66/.69 .62/.70
C-PHRASE .69/.71 .43/.41 .76/.73 .60/.65 .75/.79 .60/.65 .66/.68 .60/.72
SIF (Glove) - - - - - - - /.69 - /.72
SkipThought .44/.45 .14/.15 .39/.34 .42/.43 .55/.60 .43/.44 .42/.43 .57/.60
FastSent .58/.59 .41/.36 .74/.70 .63/.66 .74/.78 .57/.59 .64/.65 .61/.72
FastSent+AE .56/.59 .41/.40 .69/.64 .70/.74 .63/.65 .58/.60 .62/.65 .60/.65
Siamse C-BOW .58/.59 .42/.41 .66/.61 .71/.73 .63/.65 .63/.64 .63/.63 -
InferSent - - - - - - .67/.70 -
Glove avg .66/.66 .29/.22 .63/.56 .59/.57 .57/.58 .45/.46 .53/.51 .55/.65
Google w2v avg .64/.69 .31./31 .76/.73 .66/.70 .68/.71 .52/.58 .61/.64 .60/.70
Glove avg+TM(100) .70/.73 .43/.44 .74/.73 .57/.64 .77/.84 .58/.63 .64/.68 .61/.76
Glove avg+TM(50) .70/.72 .43/.44 .73/.72 .58/.64 .77/.83 .58/.63 .64/.68 .61/.76
Glove avg+TM(10) .71/.73 .45/.45 .78/.77 .61/.67 .78/.84 .58/.63 .66/.70 .62/.76
Google w2v avg+TM(100) .62/.69 .37/.38 .81/.81 .66/.73 .77/.83 .54/.61 .65/.70 .63/.74
Google w2v avg+TM(50) .63/.69 .37/.38 .81/.81 .66/.73 .77/.84 .54/.61 .65/.70 .63/.74
Google w2v avg+TM(10) .63/.69 .36/.38 .81/.80 .67/.73 .77/.83 .54/.60 .65/.69 .62/.73
the top three performances are shown in bold. The or-
der of recording the results is Spearman’s ρ / Pearson’s
r. The results are summarized in Table 2.
The experimental results show that the proposed ap-
proach is ranked among the top three for most of the
datasets despite its low computational complexity. We
further compared the performance ranks of the pro-
posed models with three selected benchmark models:
Sent2vec, C-BOW, and C-PHRASE. The selection cri-
teria are: (1) the model was tested for both STS 14
and SICK experiments, and (2) it performed the best
for at least one dataset. For each dataset, we recorded
the performance ranks of the models and then com-
pared the distribution of the ranks and its average.
Figure 3 shows the box plots of the performance ranks
for the selected ten models. The triangles denote the
average performance ranks. The results show that the
model which used Glove vectors and 10 % of the total
paraphrase sentences yielded the lowest average rank
in both Pearson’s r and Spearman’s ρ. In addition, in
the case of Pearson’s r, most of our proposed models
resulted in lower average ranks than those of Sent2vec,
which showed the best performance among the bench-
mark models.
Comparison with SIF: SIF has characteristics sim-
ilar to our approach, i.e., it also computes a sentence
representation vector from fixed pre-trained word vec-
tors in a simple manner. In Table 2, we were not
able to compare the performance with SIF in detail
because Arora et al. (2017) did not specify the exper-
imental result for the individual datasets of the STS
2014 task. However, because Arora et al. (2017) per-
formed STS 2012–2015 tasks and the SICK semantic
relatedness task, we compared the performance of our
approach with SIF in more detail, as shown in Table
3. We recorded the Pearson’s r of the best model for
each pre-trained word vector. The experimental re-
sults reveal that our proposed approach showed a bet-
ter performance than SIF for all the datasets. We also
observed that the average performance improvement
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(a) Pearson’s r
(b) Spearman’s ρ
Figure 3. Box plot of performance rank for each model
Table 3. Detailed comparison with SIF
Model STS 12 STS 13 STS 14 STS 15 SICK
SIF (Glove + WR) 56.2 56.6 68.5 71.7 72.2
Glove+TM(10) 58.7 65.9 69.9 66.1 76.4
Goggle w2v+TM(50) 59.2 65.2 69.8 72.4 73.9
ratio was 6 % and the performance was enhanced to a
maximum of 16.5 % compared to that of SIF.
5. Conclusion
Sentence embedding, which transforms an unstruc-
tured textual data into a structured vector form, is
a fundamental and imperative method in the field of
NLP. Generating sentence vectors that preserve the
semantic meaning of a sentence is the key component
to achieve an improved performance in various NLP
tasks. Hence, various sentence embedding models have
been proposed, which show an enhanced performance
in various NLP tasks such as document classification,
sentiment analysis, and semantic similarity task.
In this study, we first defined the property of semantic
coherence that closely preserves the sentence seman-
tics. Subsequently, we derived the objective function
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to train the transition matrix, which refines sentence
representation vectors to satisfy the derived property.
Finally, the transition matrix is trained by employing
the MSCOCO caption dataset, which is widely used
as a paraphrase dataset.
The proposed approach was evaluated through vari-
ous semantic textual similarity tasks. Despite its low
computational complexity, our approach showed sig-
nificant improvements in various STS tasks. In addi-
tion, compared to the previously proposed benchmark
models, our approach showed the best performance in
many datasets and one of the best performances in
almost every dataset.
Nonetheless, the proposed method has a limitation
that paraphrase data is required to train the transi-
tion matrix. Although the experimental results show
that the performance of a transition matrix is inde-
pendent of the amount of training data, it can be a
critical issue when analyzing the languages which are
difficult to obtain paraphrase data. Therefore, simi-
lar to researches on unsupervised machine translation
(Artetxe et al., 2017; Lample et al., 2017; 2018) and
unsupervised cross-lingual embedding (Wada & Iwata,
2018; Xu et al., 2018; Conneau et al., 2017b), both of
which do not require labeled data, a research to gen-
erate sentence vectors preserving the latent meaning
of sentences without paraphrase data should be devel-
oped.
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